
Trapac® Tile & Snow Guard supports are the universal answer for 
prevention of large and deep profiled tiles and snow falling on 
pitched roofs. The support brackets are suitable for installation with 
flat and profiled concrete interlocking tiles. They are lightweight 
and easy to fit, without the need for an additional support 
batten. Snow guard grids can be connected together using grid 
connectors.

Product features & benefits
 � Quick and easy to install
 � Lightweight and easy to fit without need for an additional 

support batten
 � Suitable for both flat and profiled clay and concrete 

interlocking tiles
 � Galvanised and powder coated
 � Prevents large and deep profile tiles from falling 

Area of application
Suitable for:
 � Clay and concrete interlocking tiles with battens between 

24–40mm deep. The complete thickness of the tile and the 
tile batten must not exceed 57mm.

 � New build and refurbishment projects

Material
Galvanised flat steel DX51D-Z275 to EN10142

Colours   
Red (RAL 8004) 9804 
Dark brown (RAL 8019) 9819
Galvanised 0370 
Black (RAL 9005) 9905

Product Code / Packaging 
Tile Support Brackets*  KS9220-2
Slate Support Brackets*  KS9221
Grid 3m long  KS9210
Grid Connector  KS9215

* Grid is 3m in length and requires 5 brackets to support.
 Each joint requires 2 connectors. 
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Installation 
Determine the location of the Tile & Snow Guard Support Brackets, usually within the first or second course of tiles up from the eaves. 
Lay the tiles to the course the brackets are being fixed. Hook the Support Brackets over the tile and tiling batten and pull down over the 
batten and the tile. Fix into the tile batten with a 50mm ring shank nail. If the brackets are being installed within a profile tile, the brackets 
must be installed within the pan of the tile. The Support Brackets are fixed at 600mm centres.

Klober´s installation instructions should be followed closely when fitting this product.

Related products
 � Trapac® Safety Hook
 � Trapac® Safety Step
 � Trapac® Walkway Step


